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1) BARCELONA PANORAMICA 

*
 

 
On this full-day trip you will experience the whole greatness of this vibrant city. World 
famous buildings, monuments and streets will be the highlights of this tour:  
 

 Olympic harbor, Olympic Stadium and Montjuic the Olympic hill with a great view 
over the whole city.  

 Main avenues like La Gran Via, Calle Diagonal, Calle Aragon and of course La 
Ramblas.  

 Awesome squares: Plaza de España and Plaza de Catalunya  

 The famous monument of Columbus opposite the historic harbor  

 Artistic highlights from Gaudi: La Sagrada Familia, Casa Mila, Casa Batllo, La Pedrera  

 Other highlights: National Palace, Grand Cathedral, Gothic Quarter, Palm Garden  
 
 
 
 
 
Length of Tour: Full day 
Maximum size of group: 50* 
Guide: 220 € / group 
Transportation: 485 € / group (15 persons) 
 625 € / group (25 persons) 
 675 € / group (35 persons) 
 740 € / group (55 persons) 

 
*in case of more persons a second guide and bus must be booked 
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2) Calella City-tour (walking tour) 

 
At this interesting walking tour through the small and picturesque town of Calella learn 
more about the town and its inhabitants. Visit the church ‘Església de Santa Maria I Sant 
Nicolau, the monument ‘Sardana’ the old town and more. The tour includes 2 stops at a 
tapas bar where you have the opportunity to savor typical tapas and wine or beer of the 
region.  
Do not miss it! 

 
 
 
Length of Tour: 2 – 3 hours 
Maximum size of group: 45* 
Guide: (without light house) 120 € / group 
Guide: (with light house) 150 € / group  
Wine & tapas 9 € / person 

 
*in case of more persons a second guide and bus must be booked 

 
3)  Blanes – Lloret de mar - Botanic garden Marimurtra  
 
  
Thanks to its landscape, the Jardí Botànic Marimurtra is one of the most interesting 
botanical gardens in Europe. It receives more than 100,000 visitors each year. On the route 
that "will take us closer to the cliffs that border the sea, and that looms over one of the 
most beautiful and spectacular panoramas of the Costa Brava", we will see around 3,000 
exotic species. 
 
On this half-day trip you will drive along the coast from Calella to the port of Blanes. You 
can either take little busses to the garden or you can walk up the long stairs that leads into 
the garden.  
After visiting the garden a short walk through  Lloret de mar is an option and then heading 
back to Calella.  
 

 
 
Length of Tour: Approx. 4 hours 
Maximum size of group: 50* 
Guide:  195 € / group 
Transportation: 380 € / group (15 persons) 
 430 € / group (25 persons) 
 500 € / group (35 persons) 
 550 € / group (55 persons) 
Entrée fee Botanic garden: 6,25 € / person 
 

*in case of more persons a second guide and bus must be booked 
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4) BARCELONA - A PLAY OF COLORS * 
 
During evening hours, you will visit the vibrant city of Catalonia in a different light - Gaudí´s 
imposing Art Nouveau masterpiece, the Sagrada Familia and many other buildings of other 
famous architects,  
and the soccer stadium of FC Barcelona.  
 
Later on, the tour takes us to Montjuic hill with its Olympic sites. Afterwards, in the center 
of Barcelona, you have time for a shopping tour around the Rambla Avenue.  
 
When it´s getting dark, we continue to Plaza de España and watch the giant Fountains: A 
unique spectacle of water columns, lighting and classical music will provide the tour with a 
grand finale. 
 
 
 
 
 
Length of Tour: Full day 
Maximum size of group: 50* 
Guide: 220 € / group 
Transportation: 485 € / group (15 persons) 
 625 € / group (25 persons) 
 675 € / group (35 persons) 
 740 € / group (55 persons) 
 

*in case of more persons a second guide and bus must be booked 
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5) RUPIT & BESALU * 
 
Our beaches are very attractive, but don´t forget to visit the hinterland of Costa Brava!  
 

One of the delicatessen of this region certainly is the medieval mountain village of Rupit 
that has preserved its rustic charm over the centuries - not least because of its unique 
landscape scenery and due to its fantastic waterfalls in the Sau Valley.  
 
On the way back from Rupit you visit the pittoresque medieval village of Besalú, former 
residence of counts and plagued with historical palaces and churches of the 11 -13 th 
century, especially the stone bridge, one of the landmarks of the city. The visit gives you the 
opportunity to taste the 
typical Ratafía-liquor, of that region.  
 
The nearby Lake of Banyoles, amid the volcanic landscape of the Garrotxa on our way back 
is another stop in this unique landscape. The lake is a reservoir of subterranean flows from 
the mountain regions of Catalonia and one of the largest natural water reservoirs in the 
region. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Length of Tour: Full day 
Maximum size of group: 50* 
Guide: 220 € / group 
Transportation: 500 € / group (15 persons) 
 670 € / group (25 persons) 
 725 € / group (35 persons) 
 780 € / group (55 persons) 
 

*in case of more persons a second guide and bus must be booked 
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6) THE WORLD OF SALVADOR DALI * 
 
One of the most bizarre characters of the Costa Brava is - without any doubt - the famous 
artist Salvador Dalí from Figueres.  
 
The former theatre, converted into a museum in his hometown of Figueres, is a unique 
work of surrealist creativity and a popular tourist destination that refreshes the senses in 
every way. The trip not only takes you to the museum, but also includes the visit of the 
Ampurda region - “Tuscany of Catalonia”. There, you will visit the old castle of Pubol, in 
which Salvador Dali’s muse and companion - Gala - had her residence and worked for many 
years.  
 
 
 
 
 

Length of Tour: Full day 
Maximum size of group: 50* 
Guide: 220 € / group 
Transportation: 630 € / group (15 persons) 
 680 € / group (25 persons) 
 750 € / group (35 persons) 
 795 € / group (55 persons) 
Entrée fee Dali museum:  14 € / person 

  9 € / person (from 25 persons) 
 

*in case of more persons a second guide and bus must be booked 
 
 

 


